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Martin Wight (1913-1972) is better known for his lectures on key traditions of international theory and his 
essays on power politics and systems of states. But there is a side to Wight that fewer people know.

Before World War II, he wrote a manifesto for Christian Pacifism and was very actively involved in the 
anti-war wing of the Church of England.

During the war, he registered as a conscientious objector and lost his position as a schoolmaster. Right 
after the war, he wrote the first version of his famous pamphlet, Power Politics.

Wight denounced the crude game of power enabled by the decline of Western Christendom. He stressed 
the need for community and restraint at the international level, but was very sceptical about the optimism 
embedded in liberal ideas of world order.

He defended the need for a ‘realistic’ approach, but many read that as an apology of political realism. In 
his lectures, Wight rejected such realism and spoke well of ‘quietist pacifism’, a tradition of thought that 
opts for avoiding an active role in the political game.

Wight’s own politics was pretty much a private matter. His detached and elegant writing conceal many of 
his agreements and disagreements with the thinkers he interpreted. His historical breadth and depth of 
analysis are still seen as exemplary in the discipline of International Relations.

Wight lamented the lack of political imagination in world affairs. For him, such theoretical weakness was 
due to the unwarranted assumption that no community is possible beyond the state. Yet he is 
misinterpreted as an apologist of the conditions enabling this gap – conditions he deplored.

While I may disagree with some of Wight’s conclusions, as a Christian I identify with his effort to 
understand the complex and often ugly world of international politics through his religious worldview.

Martin Wight inspired a whole generation of international theorists and contributed to the inauguration of 
a fertile research programme. These better known aspects of his career demand no apology. It is in 
admiration of the ‘other’ Martin Wight that I name him my favourite international theorist.
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